NEWS FROM THE PARTY + NETWORK
The
Network launched its new website
www.partyplus.eu last September. This website gives
information about the services provided by
,
the possibility to subscribe to our newsletter (to
recommend to your partners !) and integrates a map of
Europe with all actual labels and venues. The idea is to
promote those clubs to travelling partygoers and to
have a complete tool explaining our aims, values and
services.

The
Network offers a service of “Expert Visits” to meet anybody interested in
implementing a safer nightlife label and to explain the Label process. There are experts able to
speak German, French, Spanish, Catalan or English. According to needs and taking into account
the local specificities, based on previous exchanges and on field observations, the expert gives
support in starting the implementation process. It could include: needs assessment, partnership
building, strategy, implementation, communication and evaluation. For more information, please
contact David Leclercq at david.leclercq@modusvivendi-be.org.

The
Network will be present at the Club Health
conference in Prague, Czech Republic. We hope to meet you there
to exchange some information and to propose you some tools of the
network such as our printed version of “10 things you should know
for implementing a Safer Nightlife Label”, a guideline based on the
experiences of Labels and Charters in Catalonia (Q de Festa!), Paris (Fêtez Clairs), Switzerland
(Safer Clubbing) and Belgium (Quality Nights).

NEWS FROM THE PARTY + MEMBERS

One of the biggest night clubs in Paris is joining the Fêtez Clairs charter : La Machine du Moulin
Rouge.
Fêtez Clairs volunteers are creating their own association in order to become autonomous in
developing the peer education approach within the project.
The Fêtez Clairs team has successfully experimented 3 urban chill outs in the streets of Paris.
This new tool will be developped on a regular basis in the future.
The steady development of the Fêtez Clairs project is facing problems in terms of coordination
and human resources. Currently a consultation is carried out among the partners in order to
improve these issues.
Fêtez Clairs is associated with organisations from the party scenes to develop a campaign raising
partygoers' awareness on their behaviour as regards to the well-being of their friends, the venues'
staff, the venues' neighbours, etc.
Fêtez Clairs drafted a guideline called "I am a citizen partygoer".
More information, list of venues and locations on www.fetez-clairs.org

In the last months, Q de festa! has been presenting the project to some of the most important
clubs in Barcelona! Some of them are already working to be part of the Q de festa! project.
In Tarragona, the city with more Q de festa! venues so
far, Komando NitsQ (a very well settled group of peer
volunteers) has been sponsored by the cinema director
Jesús Monllaó and the musician Marc Parrot, both really
well known artists in Catalonia. Marc Parrot was gladly
surprised about this project, and stated: "young people
themselves are the ones concerned about their health
and the safety of their peers and friends, and they offer
their nightlife time with others to help, when it is
required".
Komando NitsQ and Q de festa! Tarragona is getting more and more known amongst all kind of
people in Tarragona, and this is good news for the nightlife wellbeing of the city.
More information, list of venues, locations and services on www.qdefesta.cat.

Quality Nights is now counting 26 certified venues ! The label is now developed in the city of
Mons and such a success would not have been possible without the local partners of the project.
In October a big event with a subversive name took place in Brussels. The aims of this action
were to promote the provided services but also to invite the public to think about planning their
parties (for example, choosing alternative ways to go back home). Quality Nights also focused on
the importance of hydration through a visual campaign and coupons making the public
remember to ask for free water in the certified venues.
More information, list of venues, locations and services on www.qualitynights.be

Safer Clubbing has put the new strategy as mentioned in the last newsletter into action:
we intensified our collaboration with other associations of the Music culture and can therefore
increase our lobbying for national issues in Switzerland. We regard this step as important to also
increase the number of our members. So far we were not able to intensify our marketing towards
new regions/clubs due to lack of resources but we will do so in the coming months.
Safer Clubbing has successfully realized an alcohol prevention campaign with the support of
the Swiss National Program of Alcohol Prevention.
Please visit our new website www.safer-clubbing.ch. Unfortunately this site is not yet available in
English but we are trying to find some financial support to do this as quickly as possible.

All the best,
The PARTY + team and partners

This Newsletter arises from the project Nightlife Empowerment & Well-being Implementation
which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Health Programme

